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Abstract:
In the 1970’s I was seduced by a Japanese pot. Like many people working in clay, I was first drawn to
the ceramics of Japan and China. The smooth, serene aesthetic influenced my work for many years.
However, as my work progressed I realized that, while I admired the Eastern pots and still carry the
influences of the style and techniques, there was no personal historical reference for me. In
investigating the ceramic history of Europe, I found maiolica. Traditional maiolica is a lead glazed
earthenware with an opaque tin oxide surface that creates a white background for the potter/painter to
embellish. My present work in clay involves the exploration and reinterpretation of traditional maiolica
techniques. I want the viewer to be intimate with my work: both color and whimsical imagery
encourage this interaction.
I am a collector of color and shape. Having been raised in Alaska where the contrast between light (23
hours per day in June) and darkness (21 hours per day in December) is immense, I reacted to the cold,
dark, white winters by surrounding myself with color. I devoted my summers to growing plants and
drying flowers that festooned my environment with color and made my house a nest of objects. The
plethora of objects that now occupy my home and studio include rocks, toys, shells, pots, books, and
silly salt and pepper shakers - all pieces of my life. Many of these things have a humorous, droll or
sardonic edge.
The functional aspect of a vessel is vitally important to me. I have altered the maiolica glaze I use so
that it does not contain lead which is toxic. This affords greater functionality of my ware and still
provides for a broad range of color that lies within the earthenware temperature range. I continue to
expand my personal vocabulary of form and ornamentation within the boundaries of functional ware.
When my pots are wet I push them around to alter the surface profiles. Sometimes I add clay leaves or
branch forms or carve into the surface to accentuate specific shapes. These manipulations, illustrated in
the series of platters, allow me to integrate the form of the pot with the painted glaze surface. This
integration of form and surface is far more interesting to me than throwing production ware covered
with stagnant decoration.
As I work with clay I think of the clay surface as skin. The surface stretches as my fingers poke and
prod the clay to define the growing internal volume. The parts of the vessel, the handles, lips and feet,
are exaggerated to animate the forms. Bulging bellies and jaunty spouts characterize the teapot series. I
see these pots as individual personalities, yet united in their themes and functions.
When applying color and motif, I respond to objects that decorate my home and studio. My glaze
palette creates an engaging surface by accentuating the twists and natural syncopations that are part of
these pots.
My pots can be humorous, sensual or serious. I want my pots not only to attract the interest of the
viewer, but also to do their jobs: pour, contain, serve and stand securely. The challenge of
incorporating the many variables of form into a vessel that also functions, is what keeps me searching

for that perfect pot. I want my pots to be fondled, picked up, caressed and still make food look good.
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ARTIST’S STATEMENT

In the 1970’s I was seduced by a Japanese pot. Like many people working in clay,
I was first drawn to the ceramics of Japan and China. The smooth, serene aesthetic
influenced my work for many years. However, as my work progressed I realized that, while
I admired the Eastern pots and still carry the influences of the style and techniques, there
was no personal historical reference for me. In investigating the ceramic history of
Europe, I found maiolica. Traditional maiolica is a lead glazed earthenware with an
opaque tin oxide surface that creates a white background for the potter/painter to
embellish.
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My present work in clay involves the exploration and reinterpretation of traditional
maiolica techniques. I want the viewer to be intimate with my work: both color and
whimsical imagery encourage this interaction.
I am a collector of color and shape. Having been raised in Alaska where the
contrast between light (23 hours per day in June) and darkness (21 hours per day in
December) is immense, I reacted to the cold, dark, white winters by surrounding myself
with color. I devoted my summers to growing plants and drying flowers that festooned my
environment with color and made my house a nest of objects. The plethora of objects that
now occupy my home and studio include rocks, toys, shells, pots, books, and silly salt and
pepper shakers - all pieces of my life. Many of these things have a humorous, droll or
sardonic edge.
The functional aspect of a vessel is vitally important to me.. I have altered the
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maiolica glaze I use so that it does not contain lead which is toxic: This affords greater
functionality of my ware and still provides for a broad range of color that lies within the
earthenware temperature range. I continue to expand my personal vocabulary of form and
ornamentation within the boundaries of functional ware.
When my pots are wet I push them around to alter the surface profiles. Sometimes
I add clay leaves or branch forms or carve into the surface to accentuate specific shapes.
These manipulations, illustrated in the series of platters, allow me to integrate the form of
the pot with the painted glaze surface. This integration of form and surface is far more
interesting to me than throwing production ware covered with stagnant decoration.
As I work with clay I think of the clay surface as skin. The surface stretches as my
fingers poke and prod the clay to define the growing internal volume. The parts of the
vessel, the handles, lips and feet, are exaggerated to animate the forms. Bulging bellies
and jaunty spouts characterize the teapot series. I see these pots as individual
personalities, yet united in their themes and functions.
When applying color and motif, I respond to objects that decorate my home and
studio. My glaze palette creates an engaging surface by accentuating the twists and natural
syncopations that are part of these pots.
My pots can be humorous, sensual or serious. I want my pots not only to attract
the interest of the viewer, but also to do their jobs: pour, contain, serve and stand
securely. The challenge of incorporating the many variables of form into a vessel that also
functions, is what keeps me searching for that perfect pot. I want my pots to be fondled,
picked up, caressed and still make food look good.
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LIST OF SLIDES
1.

Eggplants on Yellow
14"D x 3"H
earthenware, 1992
front view

2.

Eggplants on Yellow
14"D x 3"H
earthenware
back view

3.

Grape Teapot
13"H x 8"W x 6 1/2"D
earthenware, 1992

4.

Eggplant Teapot
12"H x 9"W x 6 1/2"D
earthenware, 1992

5.

Yellow Wax Bean Teapot
14"H x IOnW x 8"D
earthenware, 1992

6.

Persimmon Teapot
12"H x 10 1/2"H x 8 1/2"D
earthenware, 1992

7.

Violet Fruit Teapot
12"H x 12"W x 6"D
earthenware, 1992

8.

Wisteria Teapot
11"H x 7 1/2"W x 5 '1/2''D
earthenware, 1992

9.

Banana Platter
15"D x 2"H, front
earthenware, 1992

10.

Banana Platter
back view

11.

Leaf Platter
15 1/2"D x 3 1/2"H
earthenware, 1992
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12.

Avocado Platter
16"D x 4"H
earthenware, 1992

13.

Banana Teapot
13 "H x 10"W x 8"D
earthenware, 1992
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